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Leadership is

A process

In the her-n-now

For success

Through team work

Along with

An academic pursuit

For stragtegising actions

And action learning

With validity.

Leadership by Lalit Kishore
Leaders’re often thrown

Into situations

Or contexts

And must act 

By unifying a group

To achieve 

A common goal

“N a shared vision



Reflections from PoemS
Common Goal

Collaboration

Getting people on board

Process

Unified

Getting thrown into situations

Shared vision

Validity purpose

Learning by doing

“To lead you serve, you serve 
others”-Jesus

To lead is to serve, to give, to others

Beginning was I and then to we at the end
Inclusion and empowerment
Including people with various skills, 
bringing out people

Goal became to achieve the work as a 
team.
Beginning- someone who is new to 
leadership, End-seasoned leader- know 
how, know the we

Listened- being heard
together

This is a group thing!
The more people see us 
work as a team, they are 
going to want to do it too.





Pine Tree Primary Vision & Mission

Vision: Tradition of Excellence

Mission:
Pine Tree Primary will be the school of choice for East Texas! We will have visitors in line asking what it is 
that is happening on our campus where ALL kids are successful. We will tell them...it isn’t a program, it 
can’t be bought, it isn’t easy but it can be replicated. The magic is in knowing what is to be learned, 
knowing what mastery is and collaborating with peers, while making intentional and prescriptive 
decisions for intervention.



The Pine Tree family champions the relentless 
pursuit of excellence through a compassionate and 
safe learning environment empowering all students 
to develop their unique passions and to make a 
positive impact in a global society.  



Mission IDeas- We have a mission
✘ Process not product
✘ Making connections
✘ From birth
✘ Partnering with parents and community to lay a firm foundation
✘ Understanding families and cultures
✘ Understanding cultural differences between home and school
✘ Culturally sensitive
✘ First experience in school-culture of school
✘ How to not leave people behind
✘ Everything is excellence which goes to community
✘ Advocate for the kids-voice
✘ Safe, learning environment
✘ Collaborative relationship
✘ unity



Pine Tree PRimary Mission
Pine Tree Primary builds the foundation from birth 
to adulthood by partnering with families, students 
and the community. Focusing on our common 
goal of unity, we will grow all learners as we 
continue a culture of excellence. 



Pine tree Primary Values & Goals
Values: 



Values
✘ Relationships
✘ Success
✘ High expectation
✘ Purpose
✘ Goal setting
✘ Equity
✘ Celebrations
✘ Why
✘ Safe
✘ Risk-taking
✘ Trust
✘ Positive
✘ All students
✘ Engaged
✘ Continual growth
✘ motivation

● Resourceful
● Partnership
● Collaboration
● Team
● All kids are our kids
● Flexible
● Compassionate
● Loving
● Communication





3 Big IDEAS of PLC
Focus on Student Learning-Guiding Coalition is responsible for 
ensuring that in school-wide systems student learning guides 
classroom instruction and resource decision making

Building a Collaborative Culture-Guiding Coalition is responsible for 
ensuring school-wide systems support collective responsibility for adult 
and student learning

Focus on Results-Guiding Coalition is responsible for ensuring 
school-wide systems are in place for assessments to guide instruction 
and interventions.





The Purpose of Guiding Coalition...The Why
✘ Build Leadership Capacity
✘ Collective Responsibility
✘ Creates a Commonly Owned Plan for Success
✘ Commits to Continuous Improvement
✘ Ensure the campus stays aligned to the 

Primary’s vision, mission and values



Building a Team



Relationship Builders
Mentors others

Looks to feelings

System Thinkers
Detail oriented

Structured, organized

Problem Solvers
Likes to find solutions

Innovators
Think outside the box, 

willing to act on new ideas

Yoder
Ellison
Abrams
Hewitt
Ferguson
Bozarth
Stanley
McMullan
C. Smith
Johnston
Porterfield
Fail
Robinson
Brager
Bernhardt
Cunningham
Jackson
Chism

Kraus
Richardson
Sage
Ramirez
Parsons
Timmons
K. Smith
Carter
Craig
Nowlin
Butcher
Martin
Aranda
Jimenez
Still
Manning
Cerda
Benton

Mosley
Veralli
Pearce
Thompson
Crockett
Melton
Allen
Dyer
Johns
Bogue
Bacon
Hall
Phelps
Kimble
C. Tovar
Walton
West
Chapman

Stroman
Grems
Walker
Malloy
Storms
Pickett
Walters
F. Tovar
Viramontes
Horne
Dubois
Roberts



Task Force Planning
6 hours

Campus Retreat

Make a Plan to accomplish the goal.

Plan for the hour at campus retreat 
(game/presentation/etc).

3 presentations from each task force team.
3 more hours with task force.

Hood- Data Notebook



The WorK: 
Learning by Doing

Tight & Loose



Morale Task-force SMART Goal:
Increase connectivity between staff members who do not 
work together regularly through campus morale activities 

at least once a month.

SMART Goals 



Brainstorming for a 20,000 View
✘ At-Risk-LEP, Sped, Eco
✘ Truancy
✘ GT/High Achievers (CEER)
✘ Formative Assessments
✘ Data Notebooks
✘ Intervention Push In and Pull Out (Tier 1 and Tier 2)
✘


